Research from the National Academy of Science (2015) shows that “making music changes the brain and that these brain changes have tangible impacts on listening skills, learning and cognition.” Because there should be no barriers to educational access or success based on geography or income, 14-1338562 seeks GKV Foundation support to address the ravaging effects of rural poverty on music programs in New York’s Adirondack Park region.

These K-12 school systems face challenges providing students with working, playable music instruments. Most students in these communities cannot afford to purchase or rent instruments. Our program, We Are Instrumental, aims to help school systems assess their current instrument inventories, facilitate instrument-collection drives in those communities, and return refurbished instruments to those school systems for student use. In addition, we provide much-needed training to music faculty on instrument repair. We will begin by targeting three counties (~10,000 students) and plan to scale up, adding three counties/year to reach all 194 school districts in twelve counties (~140,000 students).

The college in upstate NY that is home to this program designed a course to train college students through fieldwork to scale up this work. The college students will build a digital infrastructure to assess the demand of instruments, and they will create an instrument-sharing system between schools. They will also create a supply framework for drop-off locations for instruments, inventory offloads, and repair centers in every part of NY through strategic partnerships with music stores and local libraries.

Success will be measured by a doubling of the instruments collected (reaching 300-400 instruments/year after four years), creating three instrument repair clinics in the first year to train more teachers, and establishing strategic partnerships that increase the geographic area of targeted schools and decrease the overall cost and time for instrument repairs.

We request $40,000.

We assert that 14-1338562, the applicant, meets GKV Foundation’s Minimum Requirements as stated in the GKV website.
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